
TURN CHILD
SAFETY 
INTO CHILD’S PLAY

Your complete solution for  
swimming pools, playgrounds,  
parks, and garden gates 



The combination of the child-safe latch FORTIMA, the 
CARACAL gate closer and the SERVAL self-closing hinge, 
offers you the solution for both public and private pools. 

 
 
 

The 3 product combo assures you a closed gate at all times. 
CARACAL guarantees a damped closing in accordance with 
the chosen speed settings. The extra spring force in the SERVAL 
helps the CARACAL to close the gate even when subjected to 
wind load. The magnetic functionality of the FORTIMA attracts 
the lock side of the gate once it approaches the keep side with 
a force that is twice as big as the standard.

The robust built of the products guarantees a worry-free use  
and functioning.

Install the NOSTEP on top of the SERVAL to eliminate kids using 
the SERVAL as a step to climb over the gate.

FULL OPTION CHILD-SAFETY 
FORTIMA • CARACAL • SERVAL

Force-adjustable

Avoids 
climbing

Durable plastic  
housing

Easy opening  
and guaranteed  
damped closing

CARACAL SERVAL

NOSTEP

FORTIMA

Closing 
speed to your 
preference

Changeable  
 cylinder

Strongest  
magnetic force 

available on  
the market

Durable

Install the FORTIMA at least 54” 
above the ground and it forms a 
physical barrier that restricts  
access by unsupervised children 
under the age of 5.



FORTIMA  
MAGNETIC CHILD-SAFE LATCH

WHAT MAKES IT 
SPECIAL? 

The FortiMa is a magnetic child-safe gate latch that avoids kids entering or leaving zones  
where they shouldn’t come unsupervised. The handle is mounted at a height where a child  

cannot reach. A technical ingenuity avoids the magnet being opened by any push down force.

Before installing, always confirm  
any safety compliance requirements  
with the respective authorities

* Brackets available for round posts

MORE INFO

!

•Strongest magnetic force on the market 
•Sag-proof
•Pool Code Compliant
•Rekeyable to match any lock
•Easy installation

FEATURES

Gate type: Left & right single leaf gate
Metal, vinyl or wooden gates

Posts: Round* and square 

Housing: Anodized aluminium

Cylinder: Rekeyable to match any lock
Schlage-C Key-in-knob cylinder 
(5pin, drilled 6pin)

Magnetic distance: 1-1/4"

Mounting: At least 54” above ground

Fixation: Quick-fix, self drilling screws

Adjustability: Horizontal: 1”
Gap: 3/8” - 1-3/8”

Weather resistance: -22°F → +158°F

Color: RAL 9005

Warranty: Limited Lifetime

Tested: Up to 2 million cycles



CARACAL 
HYDRAULIC 180° GATE CLOSER

WHAT MAKES IT 
SPECIAL? 

The Caracal is a compact gate closer which allows soft and easy opening and guarantees 
a damped closing according to the desired speed settings. It is a perfect fit for swimming 

pools, playgrounds, parks, and garden gates.

Always use CARACAL in combination with SERVAL. 
Do not mount 2 CARACALS as the damping- 
ability will hamper a guaranteed closing.

MORE INFO

!

•Hydraulic damping
•Speed regulation
•Easy to open
•Flexible installation
•No welding required

FEATURES   

Gate type: Left and right turning gates
Metal, vinyl or wooden gates
Max width: 48”

Posts: Round* and square

Housing: Fiberglass reinforced polyamide

Damping: Hydraulic

Opening angle: 180°

Closing force: 8 Nm

Closing speed: Adjustable

Fixation: Quick-fix or, self drilling screws

Adjustability: Vertical: 13/16” 
Horizontal: 13/16” 

Weather resistance: -4°F  → +140°F

Color: RAL 9005

Warranty: 3 years

Tested: 500K cycles

* Brackets available for round posts

ADA



SERVAL
180° SPRING HINGE

WHAT MAKES IT 
SPECIAL? 

The Serval is a compact spring hinge with force adjustability. The high-tech internal 
components, allow for perfect functionality in all weather conditions.

Tip: Mounting the NOSTEP anti climb device 
on top of the SERVAL, avoids people  
using it as a step to climb over the gate.

MORE INFO

•Perfect functionality in all 
    weather conditions
•Easy and flexible installation
•No welding required

FEATURES   

Gate type: Left and right turning gates
Metal, vinyl or wooden gates
Max width: 48”

Posts: Round or square

Housing: Fiberglass reinforced polyamide

Opening angle: 180°

Closing force: 6,5 Nm

Force adjustability: from 2 up to 7 Nm                             
(at closed position)

Fixation: Quick-fix or, self drilling screws

Adjustability: Vertical: 13/16” 
Horizontal: 13/16” 

Weather resistance: -22°F → +140°F

Color: RAL 9005

Warranty: 3 years

Tested: 500K cycles



POOLSSCHOOLS PLAYGROUNDS DOG PARKS AMUSEMENT 
PARKS PARKS

Member of: LOCINOX
Contact us for more information:  
salesusa@locinox.com


